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Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement, Uganda 

 
Date:                                                                                                                Prepared by:  
July 31, 2016                                                                                                                   Naku Charles Lwanga  

I. Demographic Information 
1. City & Province: 
Bweyale, Kiryandongo District, Uganda 

2. Organization: 
Real Medicine Foundation Uganda (www.realmedicinefoundation.org)  
World Children’s Fund (www.worldchildrensfund.net) 

3. Project Title:  
The Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement 

4. Reporting Period: 
April 1, 2016 – June 30, 2016 

5. Project Location (region & city/town/village): 
Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement, Kiryandongo District, Uganda  

6. Target Population: 
 
As of the 2008 census, there are over 266,197 residents in the Kiryandongo District, and per UNHCR updates 
in August 2016, there are more than 65,000 asylum seekers and refugees living in Kiryandongo Refugee 
Settlement. This includes Ugandan IDPs, Bududa survivors, and South Sudanese, Congolese, and Kenyan 
refugees, who are the main target population for this project. There are also refugees from Burundi and 
Rwanda. We saw an influx of 10,000 Ugandan IDPs in October 2010 and another 15,000 joined the camp at 
the end of May 2011.  
 
The population of the refugee community has increased lately due to push factors in refugees’ countries of 
origin, especially South Sudan. Push factors include violence, financial instability, famine, lack of reliable 
services, etc. According to UNHCR statistics, there have been 19,730 new South Sudanese arrivals in 
Kiryandongo between July 1, 2016 and September 25, 2016. 
 

II. Project Information 

7. Project Goals:  
 

• Assist the refugee and host populations by treating the most prevalent conditions in the refugee 
settlement, with special attention to Malaria and Malnutrition at the Panyadoli Health Centres. 

• Support the education of refugee schoolchildren.  
• Develop the economic component of our humanitarian work through vocational training.   
 

8. Project Objectives:  
 
Improve the health status and overall wellbeing of refugees in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement and the 
surrounding host communities:  

• Provide medicine, medical supplies, and medical support, especially at the Panyadoli Health Centres. 
• Support service delivery through employing medical personnel. 
• Support and maintain the security of health centers through employing security guards. 
• Reach communities with health services through community outreaches. 
• Raise health service awareness through health promoters and community health teams. 
• Support the Health Management Information System Maintenance (staff and petrol supply). 
• Maintain the hygiene at clinics to Best Practice Modern Medicine standards 

http://www.realmedicinefoundation.org/
http://www.worldchildrensfund.net/
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• Enhance existing structures for the Malnutrition ward and Panyadoli Health Centre III 
• Promote hygiene through recruitment of more compound and ward cleaners. 
• Maintain the upkeep and renovation of the health center through periodic re-painting and re-plastering.  
• Economically empower refugee youth through vocational training.  
• Provide financial and scholastic material support to schools in the settlement. This has helped to keep 

schools operating smoothly during the continued influx of refugees from South Sudan.  
• Contribute funds towards celebration of important events in the settlement, namely orientation of all IP 

and OP staffs. This has promoted solidarity between RMF and other partners in the settlement. 
• Facilitation to attend UNHCR and partners’ coordinating meetings, both in the settlement and regional 

offices; this has helped to promote cohesiveness in operations.   
• Continue maintenance of RMF’s office compound at the camp, for use by RMF staff in Kiryandongo 

Resettlement Camp.  
• Provide funding for consistent purchase of food for the Precious Children’s Centre, Kawempe, Kampala 

(Robert OPM initiative).  
 

9. Summary of RMF/WCF-sponsored activities carried out during the reporting period under each project 
objective (note any changes from original plans):  
 
School Support 
A total of 7,524 schoolchildren were supported by RMF/WCF funding in nursery, primary, and secondary 
schools including Kenyan, South Sudanese, Rwandan, Burundian, Ugandan IDP, and Congolese 
children/students.  Second term school fees were paid for all sponsored schools. 

 
 Arnold Primary School: 1,874 pupils supported 
 Panyadoli Self Help Secondary School: 943 students supported 
 Can Rom Primary School: 2,879 pupils supported  
 Beth Cole Nursery School: 735 children supported 

 
In summary:  
 
Beth Cole Nursery School               599 
Can Rom and Arnold Primary Schools   3,189 
Arnold Primary School 2,719 
Panyadoli Self Help Secondary School                 1,017 
Total Children Supported            7,524 
 

  Refugees Nationals  
Schools Male Female Total Male Female Total Grand Total 

Arnold P/S 1,354 1,295 2,649 37 33 70 2,719 

Can Rom P/S 1,543 1,245 2,788 230 171 401 3,189 

Panyadoli S/S 502 442 944 47 26 73 1,017 

Beth Cole N/S 234 185 419 94 86 180 599 

Grand Total 3,633 3,167 6,800 408 316 724 7,524 

 
Medicine Delivery  
During the reporting period, RMF/WCF provided medicine and medical supplies to the health centers in 
Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement. This was supplemented by medical supplies from Kiryandongo District’s local 
government and the UNHCR.  
 
Salaries, wages, and top-up allowances for staff members delivering health services were paid in a timely 
manner.  
 
Vocational Training Institute 
We continue to provide financial support and guidance for the four departments at RMF’s Panyadoli Vocational 
Training Institute (PVTI). During this reporting period:  

• 84 new students were admitted in the intake (out of 432 applicants).  
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• Sufficient training materials were purchased for the intake, thanks to the funding from RMF/WCF.  
• Salaries for vocational training staff were paid in a timely manner, enabling the Panyadoli Vocational 

Training Institute to maintain a highly motivated team.  

10. Results and/or accomplishments achieved during this reporting period: 
 

• In this new 2016 semester, 84 new students were accepted at the Panyadoli Vocational Training 
Institute (PVTI):  

o 26 for Tailoring and Garment Cutting (TGC),  
o 25 for Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy (HBT),  
o 16 for Carpentry and Joinery (CJ), and  
o 17 for Bricklaying and Concrete Practice.  

• The new PVTI students have started their first semester and sufficient training materials have been 
purchased.  

• 7,524 schoolchildren were supported for the second term of 2016, including Kenyan, South Sudanese, 
Rwandan, Burundian, Ugandan IDP, and Congolese pupils. The number of youths and children who 
used to loiter in the settlement has reduced.  

• RMF/WCF has financially sustained the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute, operating four 
departments: Tailoring and Garment Cutting, Carpentry and Joinery, Bricklaying and Concrete 
Practice, and Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy.   

• Training materials for the second semester were purchased in the required quantities and in the 
required timeline. Scholastic materials such as books and pens were distributed.   

• The newly constructed Hairdressing classroom is operational, although electricity has not yet been 
installed.   

• RMF purchased a new computer to support the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute’s office.  
• The Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI) had a friendly soccer match with Panyadoli 

Secondary School, and PVTI claimed the victory: 3-1.  
• Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute ably exhibited some of their products during international 

celebrations that were conducted during the reporting period, for instance the World Refugee Day 
celebration.  

• RMF recruited two additional medical doctors, which has helped reduce the number of referrals. A 
majority of medical cases are now handled at the Panyadoli Health Centre III, and only complicated 
cases that need surgery or specialists are referred to Kiryandongo Hospital, Gulu Hospital, or to the 
national referral hospital in Mulago.  

• The bond of collaboration between RMF and Kiryandongo Hospital has been strengthened since RMF 
has provided a medical officer to support the hospital, especially with cases requiring surgery. This 
strategy has helped RMF win the hearts of Kiryandongo District’s local government, and has a direct 
bearing on promoting the peaceful coexistence of refugees and the host community.  

• The health centers (Panyadoli Health Centre III, Panyadoli Hills Health Centre II, and the Reception 
Centre Clinic) have maintained a high level of cleanliness.   

• Throughout this reporting period, we ensured that the health centers had sufficient medications, 
medical supplies, and cleaning supplies. There were no stock-outs.  

• Facilities entrusted to RMF have been protected accordingly. Throughout the reporting period, no cases 
of theft were reported.  

• RMF has continued to deliver health services according to the tripartite agreement between the 
UNHCR, OPM, and RMF. Thus, RMF continues to perform our duties as the UNCHR Health 
Implementing Partner in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement.  

 

11. Impact this project has on the community (who is benefiting and how): 
 
Students and pupils study safely and comfortably without stress because their school fees are paid and 
scholastic materials such as books, pens, and pencils were provided for the 2016 second term thanks to 
RMF/WCF. 
 
The financial and scholastic support to schools has helped keep a huge number of children in school. This 
helps reduce the number of children that would have nowhere to go, many of them having lost their entire 
families in their home countries.  
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The Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI) is providing solutions for economic recovery for numerous 
refugee youth. Maintaining youth participation in vocational training directly and indirectly helps to curb other 
social problems in the community, such as unplanned pregnancies, rape cases, substance abuse, etc. 
Vocational training also provides quick solutions for economic recovery for some refugee youth who, once 
finished their training, can begin generating income.  
 
The community feels safe having access to quality health care at the Panyadoli Health Centres, and now finds 
hope and pride in its Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI), looking forward to expanding its programs 
and finding new ways to generate income through graduates of PVTI. The immunization rates, health facility 
utilization, HIV/AIDS service utilization, and the overall health of refugees has greatly improved, and we now 
have several doctors in the health facilities. Mothers are also receiving better antenatal care services, which 
has reduced maternal mortality rates in the community.  
 

12. Number of indirect project beneficiaries (geographic coverage):  
 
As per records provided by the UNHCR and OPM (Office of the Prime Minister), the current core population of 
Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement is over 65,000, with at least 55,000 South Sudanese refugees and the 
remainder composed of Rwandans, Burundians, Congolese refugees, and Ugandan IDPs, with 80% being at-
risk women and children (as of March).  
 
In addition to the refugee community, services provided by RMF benefit Kiryandongo District’s host population 
of over 266,197 including Bweyale, and surrounding areas including Mutunda, Karuma, and Nakasongola.  
 

13. If applicable, please list the medical services provided: 
 
Medical services are provided at the Panyadoli Health Centre III, Panyadoli Hills Health Centre II, and the 
Reception Centre Clinic.  
 

14. Please list the most common health problems treated through this project.  
 
The primary health problems addressed during this reporting period include:  

• Malaria 
• Cough 
• Intestinal Worms 
• Skin Disorders 
• Hepatitis B  
 

 15. Notable project challenges and obstacles: 
 

• Find funding to open a hairdressing shop in the Bweyale Trading Centre. This will help PVTI students 
complete their field work, further developing their skills and advertising the services that RMF provides 
for the youth in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement and surrounding areas.  

• Find funding to open a carpentry shop in the Bweyale Trading Centre. This will help students in training 
to do their field work, advertise the services RMF delivers to the younger generation, and generate 
income for the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute.  

• The refugee community at Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement continues to bring overwhelming needs 
and demands to RMF. This remains a challenge, because RMF Uganda does not have enough funds 
to resolve every problem presented.  

• Language barriers still exist at the Panyadoli Vocational Institute (PVTI). It is difficult to communicate 
with students who do not speak English, especially since the courses are more practical.  

 

 16. If applicable, plans for next reporting period: 
 

• Continued provision of medicines/medical supplies at the Panyadoli Health Centres.  
• Continued payment of salaries to all our employees at the Panyadoli Health Centres and the Panyadoli 

Vocational Training Institute (PVTI).  
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• Resupply of materials for the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute for the next semester of 2016.  
• Continued support of the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute for the next semester.  
• Continued support to the sponsored children at Panyadoli Self Help Secondary School.  
• Resupply of scholastic materials for the schools.  
• Continued support to schools by providing administrative fees.   
• Supplementation of the health project: Possible introduction of a nutrition program that will involve 

sensitization and education of parents on the ways to curb malnutrition in children between 0-12 years 
of age.   

• Research opening a hairdressing shop in the neighboring Bweyale Trading Centre. This will help 
students in training to do their field work and will also help advertise the services RMF delivers to the 
younger generation.  

• Projected opening up of a carpentry workshop in Bweyale.  
 

17. If applicable, summary of RMF/WCF-sponsored medical supply distribution and use:  
 
Medicines, medical supplies, emergency medicine for the Panyadoli Health Centres. 

18. Success story(s) highlighting project impact:    
 
Please refer to Appendices.  

19. Photos of project activities (file attachment is fine): 
 
Please refer to Appendices. 

III. Financial Information 

20. Detailed summary of expenditures within each budget category as presented in your funded proposal (file 
attachment is fine). Please note any changes from plans. 

 
Sent separately. 

 
 
 
APPENDIX A 
 
Medicines and medical supplies delivered to the Panyadoli Health Centres by RMF/WCF in the second quarter of 
2016:  
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Some of the medicines stored at Panyadoli Health Centre III  

 

    
Taking stock of the medicines at Panyadoli Health Centre III 

 

 
APPENDIX B 
 
World Refugee Day 
World Refugee Day is an annual event celebrated on June 20th, with the purpose of raising public awareness 
regarding the plight of refugees. It was established by the United Nations General Assembly in Resolution 55/76 
on December 4th, 2000. World Refugee Day was first celebrated worldwide on June 20th, 2001.  
 
In the Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement, World Refugee Day was celebrated at the Reception Centre, where 
partners working in the settlement joined over 53,000 refugees to celebrate the event on June 20th, 2016. In honor 
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of the day, many activities were carried out, including dramatic performances and the exhibition of arts and crafts. 
During this year’s celebration, the message was that refugees can contribute to the economic growth of the 
community. Refugees were encouraged to embrace vocational training, because it provides quick access to 
economic productivity.  
 
The chief guest of the day was the Resident District Commissioner (RDC), who stressed the importance of creating 
awareness among refugees so that they can access opportunities in the settlement and surrounding communities, 
participating in society and improving their livelihoods. The theme of World Refugee Day was, “We Stand Together 
with Refugees. Please Stand with Us.” The Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement’s commandant aptly reinforced the 
theme, stating that the government of Uganda has been standing with refugees in the country for many years and 
continues to stand with them. He challenged every partner organization to redouble their efforts in the processes 
of implementation so that refugees receive the full benefits intended for them and are able to build healthy, 
successful new lives.  

 

   
World Refugee Day banner is displayed beside the road             Resident District Commissioner and the settlement  
                                                                                                       commandant share a moment  

 

   
 Students from Panyadoli Secondary School present a poem      Presentations during World Refugee Day in June 2016  
 during the World Refugee Day celebration of June 2016 
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Head UNHCR officer in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement delivers a speech for World Refugee Day  

 
 
Refugee Verification 
In April 2016, the OPM (Office of the Prime Minister), with UNHCR and other partners including RMF, conducted 
a refugee verification exercise, which involved updating the registration system of refugees in Kiryandongo 
Refugee Settlement and issuing identity cards for refugees. Led by the OPM, the exercise aimed to ensure that 
the database of refugees in the settlement is updated and those who were missing are registered (this is where 
RMF’s staff was involved in the exercise).  
 

   
 Staff at the verification desk with people of concern                  Community service team doing assessments  

 
Day of the African Child 
The Day of the African Child is commemorated every year on June 16th by Member States of the African Union 
(AU), and its partners (in accordance with Resolution CM/Res.1290 (XL). This occasion is held in commemoration 
of the 1976 uprising in Soweto, South Africa, when schoolchildren protested against the South African Apartheid, 
and many were injured and some killed.  
 
In Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement, the commemoration was celebrated at the Reception Centre, where partners 
joined many refugees to celebrate the event on June 16th, 2016. The settlement is estimated to host over 15,000 
children. The celebration emphasized and promoted children’s rights.  
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Children’s procession during the 2016 Day of the African          Children begin gathering at the venue to celebrate Day of  
Child commemoration in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement       African Child 

 

   
Pupils marching to celebrate Day of the African Child                Children reciting a poem during the celebration 

 

 
Students performing a traditional dance to celebrate Day of the African Child 
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APPENDIX C 
 
Marvin Mungujakisa 
Marvin Mungujakisa is a two-and-a-half-year-old boy. Marvin had symptoms of malaria, and after investigation by 
RMF laboratory technicians, he was diagnosed with severe malaria and being underweight. After the diagnosis, 
he was immediately put on treatment based on the following drugs:  

 IV Artesunate 60 mg 12 hourly for three doses,  
 IV Gentamycin, and 
 Diclofenac injection.  

 
Children of Marvin’s age worldwide have many similar problems, often complicated or caused by the lack of a 
balanced diet. Since most of these children eat only one meal a day, this affects them severely. Marvin has greatly 
improved with his continuous treatment and medication; he has gained weight and is now playing with his peers 
in the neighboring community.  
 

 
Marvin seated on the floor after having a meal 

 
Scovia Jakoma  
Scovia is a 9-month-old girl who lives in Cluster B with her family. She was brought to the health facility coughing 
and vomiting. Her mother said that life has not been easy and they cannot afford a balanced diet. The doctor 
diagnosed Scovia with malnutrition, after finding signs of swelling in her stomach. Scovia was put on outpatient 
therapeutic treatment with Plumpy Nut (RUTF – Ready-To-Use Therapeutic Food). After being given IV Quinine, 
IV Expense, and IV Setragon, Scovia began showing improvement with time, and the excitement of her mother 
was evident when she visited.  
 
RMF also provided some foods that the mother will keep cooking for Scovia so as to boost her immunity.  
 

 
Scovia on her hospital bed 
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Sylivia Ayomoroth  
Sylivia is a 3-year-old girl. She was brought to the health facility with severe malaria and vomiting. We found that 
the girl was poorly fed and did not get enough breast milk since her mother was not producing enough breast milk. 
The doctor diagnosed Sylivia with malnutrition after finding signs of swelling in her stomach and face. Sylivia was 
put on outpatient therapeutic treatment Plumpy Nut (RUTF – Ready-To-Use Therapeutic Food). After being given 
IV Quinine, IV Expense, and IV Setragon, she improved and started breastfeeding. Sylivia was also introduced to 
F75, F100 with a positive response. She has improved and can now play with her peers; a thing that Sylivia could 
not do before. Looking at the picture, one would think she was a one-year-old.  
 

 
Sylivia seated in her hospital bed 

Yusuf Bisiku  
Yusuf Bisiku is a three-and-a-half-year-old boy. He is a refugee from Cluster G. Yusuf had symptoms of malaria 
and he was vomiting. After investigation by laboratory technicians, he was diagnosed with severe malaria and 
being underweight. He looked like a much younger child. After the diagnosis, Yusuf was immediately put on 
treatment based on the following drugs: 

 IV Artesunate 60mg 12 hourly for three doses,  
 IV Gentamaciline, and  
 Diclofenac injection.   

 
Due to their flight from South Sudan, Yusuf’s mother said they did not have enough food, and they survived on 
water and biscuits and some food begged from well-wishers they found along the way. The whereabouts of 
Yusuf’s father are unknown, but there is a high chance that he perished in the war.  
 
Yusuf continued with his medication and has greatly improved; he has gained weight and is now playing with his 
friends. Yusuf has a future thanks to RMF’s work in the settlement and also thanks to the VHT system that has 
been able to constantly monitor and encourage the community to go to health facilities for treatment.  

 

 
Yusuf resting in his bed in the health facility 
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APPENDIX D  
 
Precious Children’s Centre 
The Precious Children’s Centre is a community based initiative that aims to improve the welfare of orphans and 
vulnerable children (OVACs) in the Kawempe Division of Kampala and the surrounding areas. The project offers 
a number of child-friendly services, such as early childhood education, basic primary education, child counseling 
and rehabilitation, and integration. The Precious Children’s Centre is located in Ttula (one of the slum areas of 
Kampala) along Ttula Road, in Mbogo Parish of the Kawempe Division, Kampala.  
 
The Kawempe Division is one of four divisions that form Kampala, Uganda’s capital city. It is located in the northern 
part of Kampala’s central business district. It is a highly populated area, with over 290,500 inhabitants and a 60% 
illiteracy rate. Since Kawempe Division is a slum area, the population is comprised of low-income households. A 
majority of the population survives on casual jobs or small businesses, and some survive through harmful activities 
such as sex working, gambling, and unscrupulous practices such as robbery. Other social problems associated 
with this area include high rates of HIV/AIDS (prevalence at 7%), high rates of alcohol and substance abuse, 
gangs, and unstable families/gender based violence.  
 
The Precious Children’s Centre was founded in 2011 by Robert Baryamwesiga, an officer in the Office of the 
Prime Minister, who was moved by compassion when he saw the plight of children in Kawempe Division. Robert 
was born and raised in this slum, and thus has direct experience with the socioeconomic challenges involved in 
living there. Currently, the Precious Children’s Centre is assisting 425 OVACs to obtain basic primary education 
and 39 former street children are undergoing rehabilitation before they can be enrolled in the regular education 
program. The Precious Children’s Centre is nonsectarian, and embraces children from all walks of life.  
 
Since 2015, RMF has come to the aid of the Precious Children’s Centre and offered monthly funding to purchase 
food for the children. This funding has stabilized the operations of Precious Children’s Centre, since food shortage 
was one of the biggest challenges affecting the project. Children are now well-fed, and they stay in school without 
running away. They look healthy and happy.  
 

 
A class at the Precious Children’s Centre 
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Children in Primary One at the Precious Children’s Centre  

 

APPENDIX E  

Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI) 

 
Background of RMF’S Vocational Training Program 
This June to September intake is RMF’s 10th vocational training intake in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement. The 
training program is scheduled for a period of 3 months: June 13-September 13, 2016. The skills program is based 
on 3 main objectives, which include:  
 Training the refugees and the host community with relevant vocational skills;  
 Preparing refugees for the professional world with entrepreneurial skills for both employment and self-

employment;  
 Preparing refugees with basic skills that they will use for nation building when they return to their home 

country.  
 
June – September Work Plan 
The work plan below outlines major activities and the dates they are expected to be accomplished.  
 
Table 3: June – September Work Plan 

No. Project Activity Start/End Dates Outcomes/Results & Output Indicators Methods/Sources 

1 Community 
Mobilization  
& 
Submission of 
Applications  

15 days: 
4/25/2016— 
5/9/2016  

Applications picked up, 
completed, and returned to 
Panyadoli Vocational Training 
Institute (PVTI) 

Number of 
applications 
completed and 
returned to PVTI 

Advertisement through 
media, radio 
announcements, and 
posters; church and 
camp mobilization  

2 Applicant Interviews  1 day: 
5/10/2016 

South Sudanese refugees 
(both male and female, ages 
15-40) enrolled in any of the 4 
available courses  
 
Other refugees and 
nationalities enrolled  
 

70 trainees 
enrolled for the 
3-month 
vocational 
training courses  

Interviews held for the 
potential trainees  
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Ugandans as the host 
community enrolled  

3 Enrollment 
& 
Trainees’ 
Orientation  

1 day: 
6/13/2016 

Trainees are oriented in their 
courses and desired 
compliance by PVTI 

70 trainees 
attend the 
orientation 
ceremony  

General and 
departmental meetings  

4 Vocational Training  
 

9 weeks: 
6/13/2016— 
9/13/2016 

South Sudanese Refugees 
trained in vocational skills at 
the camp 
 
Refugees become self-reliant  
 
Peaceful coexistence among 
South Sudanese refugees in 
the camp 
 
Trainees form the core of the 
skills development process 

70 trainees 
attend 3-month 
training for 
practical and 
theory-based 
lessons 

Theory-based and 
practical lessons 
conducted for 3 months 
at Panyadoli Vocational 
Training Institute (PVTI) 

5 Election of Guild 
Representatives 

1 day: 
6/21/2016, 3:30 
PM 

Trainees’ representatives 
elected 

12 guild 
representatives 

Disciplinary Committee  

6 Course Assessments By: 7/13/2016— 
8/13/2016 

Trainees are assessed in their 
different departments to 
evaluate progress 

70 trainees’ 
results submitted 
to the Head of 
Academics  

Departmental Heads 

7 Staff Meetings 6/13/2016 
7/13/2016 
8/15/2016 
9/5/2016 

Plan and evaluate progress of 
the training  

12 staff members 
attend the 
meetings  

Meetings led by the 
Program Manager 

8 Committee Meetings  June, July, 
August, and 
September 

Evaluate progress of the 
training  

3 departments  Meetings led by the 
Principal  

9 Briefing of DIT 
Candidates  

1 day:  
In September 

Trainees oriented in taking the 
DIT examination without fear 

All staff  3-hour meeting with the 
candidates 

10 DIT Examination 
 

1 day:  
In September 

Trainees examined with 
practical and theory-based 
examinations by DIT 

No. of trainees 
who sat for the 
examinations 

Examinations given to 
the trainees  

11 Graduation 
Ceremony 

1 day:  
In September 

Lists of successful and 
unsuccessful trainees 
established 
 
Successful trainees graduate 

Graduation 
ceremony held 

Graduation held for the 
trainees 

 
Institutional Progress 

Community Mobilization 
In order to inform the community of the available training at Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI), we 
worked with Refugee Welfare Councils (refugee representatives) and used various media approaches like posters 
and radio. We also mobilized the community in institutions like churches and mosques. Interested candidates 
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responded by picking up an application form from PVTI, completing the application, and returning it with the 
required attachments.   

Poster Advertisement 
The format of the poster advertisement is attached as Attachment No. 1.  

Application Format  
The application’s format was simple and easy to understand. The format requested the applicant’s biography, 
their current passport photograph, and a photocopy of the individual’s attestation form (for refugees) or the national 
identification card (for nationals).  
 
Details of the application form appear below:  
 
 

              
 
 

 
 
 
P A N Y A D O L I  V O C A T I O N A L  T R A I N I N G  I N S T I T U T E  

A P P L I C A T I O N  F O R M  
J U N E  –  A U G U S T  2 0 1 6  I N T A K E  

 
1. Name of applicant……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2. Course applied for……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
3. Date of birth……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
4. Marital status…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
5. Level of education……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
6. Religion……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
7. Nationality……………………………………………………………………………………………….………. 
8. Health status……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
9. Residence………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
10. Next of kin………………………………………………………………………………………………….……. 
11. Fathers occupation……………………………………………………………………………………………... 
12. Mothers occupation………………………………………………………………………………………….… 
13. Address……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
14. Attach photocopy of your attestation form or national identification card 
15. I here acknowledge that the information provided above is true to the best of my knowledge 

Names ……………………………………Signature………………………Date………………. 
 
Applicant Interviews  
A total of 432 applications were received: 78 for Carpentry and Joinery, 164 for Tailoring and Garment Cutting, 
47 for Building and Concrete Practice, and 143 for Hairdressing Beauty Therapy. The applicants’ interviews were 
held on May 13, 2016. As is our usual practice, other implementing partners in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement 
were invited to participate in the interview process. The only partners who participated were from the Office of the 
Prime Minister (OPM). The interview panels were arranged according to departments:  
 
Group 1: Assigned to interview applicants for Bricklaying and Concrete Practice (BCP) and Carpentry and Joinery 
(CJ) 

Members: 
1. Oryem Angelus, Remmy  RMF 
2. Mwanamwollo Mbusa, Peter  RMF 
 

Group 2: Assigned to interview applicants for Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy (HBT) 
 Members: 

Attach your photograph 

here 
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1. Nakyagaba, Teddy   RMF  
2. Byamungu Kitsa, Adolph  RMF 
3. Akello, Scovia   RMF 
4. Tukugize, Caroline   RMF 

 
Group 3: Assigned to interview applicants for Tailoring and Garment Cutting (TGC) 

  Members: 
1. Mwaka, Simon    RMF 
2. Namatovu, Maxensia  RMF 
3. Muhindo, Geofrey    RMF 
4. Adam, Shamilah   OPM 

 
In order to guide the interview process, 10 guiding questions were outlined and used to evaluate the applicants 
who arrived for their interviews. The questions were mainly created to establish whether the interviewees are 
really interested in what they are choosing to study.  

1. Tell us about yourself.  
2. What course are you applying for? 
3. Why did you choose to come to Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute?  
4. Why are you interested in this course? 
5. What are your plans after the course? 
6. What do you expect PVTI to do for you during and after the course?  
7. If given a chance/place at the institute are you ready to attend all days of the training without missing even 

a day? 
8. If admitted at the institute, are you ready to follow all the rules and regulations as set by the institution? 
9. What problems do you foresee to happen during the period of the training?  
10. Would you recommend the institute to any of your relatives or friends? 
  

A results compilation form was used to guide the interviewing panel in compiling the interviewees’ responses. 
Each question carried 10% and all the 10 questions totaled to 100%. This was summarized in the table below: 
 
Table 4: Results  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Compilation Form 
The pass mark was considered to be 50%, and all those who were rated above 50% were considered successful 
candidates and enrolled for training as listed in tables 5, 6, 7, and 8.  
 

NO NAMES Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 TOTAL 
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Mr. Mwanamwolho and Mr. Oryem with interviewee                   OPM representative and Madam Teddy with interviewee 

 
Enrolled Trainees 
A total of 84 trainees were enrolled for the June – September 2016 intake. Of these, 48 are female (representing 
57.2%), while 36 are male (representing 42.8%). The tables below show the name, gender, and nationality of 
each enrolled trainee.  
 

Table 5: Bricklaying and Concrete Practice  

SN NAME GENDER NATIONALITY 

1 Wurem Modi, Julias M South Sudanese 

2 Godfrey, Taban M South Sudanese 

3 Ochen, Charles Buke M South Sudanese 

4 Acan, Sharon F Ugandan 

5 Akuti, Thomas    M South Sudanese 

6 Mobiri, John M South Sudanese 

7 Anena, Jannet F South Sudanese 

8 Okot, Christopher M South Sudanese 

9 Anzeti, Vincent M South Sudanese 

10 Asiku, Daniel M Ugandan 

11 Ayiga, Simon Sika M South Sudanese 

12 Vusiri, Simon Peter M South Sudanese 

13 Oyee, Saveri M Ugandan 

14 Mumbere, Johakim M Ugandan 

15 Jonson, Kalany Lony M South Sudanese 

16 Odong, Paul M Ugandan 

17 Nenrach, Patrick M Ugandan 

 
Table 6: Tailoring and Garment Cutting 

SN NAME GENDER NATIONALTY 

1 Deng, Alieng 
F 

South Sudanese 

2 Akuot Chaw, Martha 
F 

South Sudanese 

3 Atieng, Elizbeth 
F 

South Sudanese 
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4 Agawi, Paskal 
M 

South Sudanese 

5 Elizbeth, Angelo Micheal 
F 

South Sudanese 

6 Atong, Martha 
F 

South Sudanese 

7 Atim, Mercy 
F 

South Sudanese 

8 Dazaro, Angelo 
M 

South Sudanese 

9 Chandia, Jackline 
F 

South Sudanese 

10 Lamaro, Susan 
F 

South Sudanese 

11 Nakiti iOnebthe, Joseph 
F 

South Sudanese 

12 Nyawuor, Deng 
F 

South Sudanese 

13 Auma, Nancy 
F 

South Sudanese 

14 Lamaro, Nancy 
F 

South Sudanese 

15 Angee, Dorcus 
F 

South Sudanese 

16 Akello, Monika 
F 

Ugandan 

17 Nampima, Christine 
F 

Ugandan 

18 Oyella, Winny 
F 

Ugandan 

19 Aketo, Barbra 
F 

Ugandan 

20 Oyet, Geofrey 
M 

Ugandan 

21 Odoch, Ismail Fadil 
M 

Ugandan 

22 Hawa, Gracious 
F 

Ugandan 

23 Ntekeretwe, Judith 
F 

Ugandan 

24 Dajaro, Angelo Micheal 
F 

Ugandan 

25 Alex Maku, Raphael 
M 

Ugandan 

26 Anam, Wendy 
F 

Ugandan 

 
Table 7: Hair Dressing and Beauty Therapy 

SN NAME GENDER NATIONALITY 

1 Achan, Jackline F South Sudanese 

2 Arach, Irene F South Sudanese 

3 Kiden, Mercy F South Sudanese 

4 Coline, Achiro F South Sudanese 

5 Alal, Julia F South Sudanese 

6 Kiden, Eunice F South Sudanese 

7 Lamwaka, Nancy F South Sudanese 

8 Apoko, Jennifer F South Sudanese 

9 Amuna, Aisha F South Sudanese 

10 Abira, Salima F South Sudanese 

11 Achan, Agnes F South Sudanese 

12 Aweko, Sofia F South Sudanese 

13 Balangirana, George F South Sudanese 

14 Nahba, Night F South Sudanese 

15 Lanyero, Sharon F South Sudanese 

16 Achirokop, Beatrice F South Sudanese 
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17 Ayaa, Claire F Ugandan 

18 Amony, Hilda F Ugandan 

19 Nabwire, Leonid F Ugandan 

20 Atimango, Mercy F Ugandan 

21 Apwoyorwoth, Concy F Ugandan 

22 Namuju, Stella F Ugandan 

23 Alinda, Sarah F Ugandan 

24 Duma, Haron F Ugandan 

25 Opar, Alimo F  
 

Table 8: Carpentry and Joinery  

SN NAME GENDER NATIONALITY 

1 Amoyi, Patrick F South Sudanese 

2 Basirimo, Louis F South Sudanese 

3 James, Augustine F South Sudanese 

4 Lokujo, Emmanuel F South Sudanese 

5 Mobutu, Pope Paul F South Sudanese 

6 Philip, Wuor Nyok F South Sudanese 

7 Obaloker, James Peter F South Sudanese 

8 Okumu, Martine Laky F South Sudanese 

9 Otema, Peter F South Sudanese 

10 Nakiti Onibe, Joseph F South Sudanese 

11 Lubangakene, Samuel F Ugandan 

12 Onguru, Ivan F Ugandan 

13 Obwola, Denis F Ugandan 

14 Omirambe, Stephen F Ugandan 

15 Moron, Raymon F Ugandan 

16 Jemugo, Ronard F Ugandan 

 
Vocational Training 
Vocational training started on June 13, 2016, and the day began with trainees’ orientation for Panyadoli Vocational 
Training Institute (PVTI) and their courses. Introductory lectures were presented the following day, and training 
has been ongoing since that date.  

Orientation 
June 13, 2016 was the orientation day. Orientation activities aimed to help newly enrolled trainees embrace PVTI’s 
program, which demands commitment from both the instructors and the trainees for time and practice in their 
chosen vocational field.  
 
The day’s program involved talking to the enrolled trainees as a group and introducing them to Panyadoli 
Vocational Training Institute (PVTI) staff, as well as introducing the rules and regulations of the institution, the 
boundaries of the institution, and trainees’ responsibilities. The orientation was led by PVTI instructors, the PVTI 
Program Manager, and RMF Uganda’s Country Director.  
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Instructors orient newly enrolled trainees                                    New trainees tour the compound, and the Country Director        
                                                                                                     takes a moment to speak with them 

 
After general orientation activities, trainees were separated into their individual departments, where departmental 
curriculum was introduced and explained to them.  
 

   
Newly enrolled trainees from the BCP and CJ departments on their first day of orientation 

Election of the Guild Representatives 
A body of student representatives, the Guild Committee, was elected on June 21, 2016 by the trainees at 
Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI). The Guild Committee is made up of 15 members, and their main 
responsibility is to represent the views and interests of trainees at PVTI. The election activities were supervised 
by PVTI administration. Winners of the majority votes were considered for the respective positions.  
 
Table 9: PVTI Guild Committee  

No. NAME EXECUTIVES SEX DEPARTMENT 

1 Fadhic, Ismail Odoch  Guild President M CJ 

2 Hawa, Gracious Assistant F HBT 

3 Leonid, Nabwire Health & Sanitation F HBT 

4 Ancee, Doricus Women’s Affairs F HBT 

5 Lamaro, Nancy Speaker F BCP 

6 Aloyo, Scovia Assistant Women’s Affairs F CJ 

7 Ntekereitwe, Judith Assistant Speaker F  
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8 Dazaro, Angelo M Representative/Guild Committee Member M TGC 

10 Lalam, Dorcus Representative/Guild Committee Member F HBT 

11 Lubangakene, Samuel Representative/Guild Committee Member M CJ 

12  Representative/Guild Committee Member  BCP 

 
Tailoring and Garment Cutting (TGC) 
The department enrolled a total of 26 trainees: 21 females and 5 males, 15 South Sudanese and 11 Ugandans. 
The class has three instructors. One month into the program, the class has fully covered four modules and is 
currently working on the fifth module.   

In Module 1, “Safety and Health, and Career Guidance,” students learned to observe the main safety and health 
hazards in their training and working environments. This module also equips trainees to minimize safety and 
health risks; to use, care for, and store tools, equipment, and materials safely; and to observe all safety and health 
requirements at all times.  

In Module 2, “Tools, Equipment, and Machine Maintenance,” trainees were shown how to identify the different 
types of tools and equipment for specific tasks and how to care for, clean, store, and maintain tools safely. In this 
module, students were introduced to different types of sewing machines, including treadle sewing machines, a 
hand operated machine, electric machines, designing machines, and others. Students were introduced to the 
basics of machine assembly and machine maintenance. This module’s aim was to equip trainees with the skills 
and knowledge to handle tools correctly, put tools to their specific correct use, keep machines well-oiled, and 
understand all the ways to take care of, clean, and maintain a sewing machine.  
In Module 3, trainees were introduced to “Machine Operation.” Trainees studied the manual for electric machines, 
and they learned how to thread the machines, replace the bobbin, settle race, and paddle the manual machines.  

In Module 4, trainees handled details about “Materials.” In this module, they learned how to identify the different 
types of fabrics and how to select the right types of thread and specific fabrics.  

In Module 5, “Construction Techniques,” trainees are equipped with skills that enable them to take clients’ 
measurements, identify garment patterns, and draft and cut clothing. They also learn how to make different types 
of stitches, making either temporary stitches or permanent stitches.  With these skills, the trainees have been able 
to carry out garment construction of a skirt, pajamas, and a gathered skirt block.  
 

              
TGC trainees practice how to peddle their machine 

Bricklaying and Concrete Practice (BCP) 
The department enrolled a total of 17 trainees: 2 females and 15 males, 11 South Sudanese and 6 Ugandans. 
The class has one instructor. One month into the program, the class has fully covered four modules.   
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In Module 1, “Safety and Health, and Introduction to Bricklaying and Concrete Practice,” the trainees are expected 
to state and observe the main safety and health hazards in training and working environments; identify ways to 
minimize safety and health risks; use, care for, and store tools, equipment and materials safely; always use 
appropriate protective clothing when necessary; observe all safety and health requirements at all times; and 
administer basic first aid.  

Module 2, “Tools, Equipment, Measurements, and Reading,” equips trainees with the knowledge and skills to use 
basic hand tools and take good care of these tools. This module also covers units of measurement, sketches, and 
blueprint reading to equip trainees with the knowledge and skills needed to measure using basic tape measures 
and to read, interpret, and practically apply basic symbols used in bricklaying and concrete practice.  
In Module 3, “Concrete and Mortar,” trainees learned to assess the characteristics of good concrete, identify and 
apply the materials used in concrete, select appropriate ratios of materials used in concrete for ordinary buildings, 
and prepare and use concrete. In the mortar unit, trainees learned the types and uses of mortar, materials used 
in mortar, appropriate ratios of materials used in mortar, and how to prepare and use mortar.  

In Module 4, “Walls,” trainees were equipped with the skills needed to build basic types of walls, especially block 
walls, using tools involved in the process of mortar application and wall-building. To date, trainees have fully 
covered the theory and practice of creating stretcher and header bonds.  
 

   
BCP trainees complete their practice exercises 

 
Carpentry and Joinery (CJ) 
The department enrolled a total of 16 male trainees; 10 trainees are South Sudanese and 6 are Ugandan. The 
class has one instructor. One month into the program, the class has fully covered four modules.  

In Module 1, “Safety and Health,” trainees learned how to state, observe, and minimize safety and health risks in 
their training and working environments. They also learned how to use, care for, and store tools, equipment, and 
materials safely. Through the career guidance unit, trainees were informed of the three levels of expertise: craft, 
technical, and professional. They were also guided on how to develop short, mid-term, and long term career goals 
and identify the means of achieving career goals.  

In Module 2, “Timber Materials,” trainees were taught all about timber: how to identify different types of timber and 
state the uses of available timber, timber conversion, methods of timber seasoning, timber defects, and correct 
methods of storing timber.  

In Module 3, “Classification and Use of Hand Tools,” trainees learned how to use different types of measuring and 
marking tools, drilling and boring tools, and saws. The types of measuring and marking tools trainees learned to 
use include a marking knife, bench rule, measuring tape, try square, sliding bevel, scratch awl, and a miter square.  
Trainees also learned how to care for, maintain, and repair measuring and marking tools. Drilling and boring tools 
included boring bits, a hand brace, a bit or depth gauge, a hand drill (wheel brace), and a countersink drill and 
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bits. Trainees also learned how to care for, maintain, and repair these tools. Regarding saws, trainees were taught 
how to identify different types of saws and how to properly use these saws. Trainees learned to use a rip saw, 
cross-cut saw, tenon saw (back saw), a dovetail saw, and a compass-saw. Trainees were taught to care for, 
maintain, and repair all tools.  

The trainees are currently in Module 4: “Joints Classification, Applications, and Adhesive.” In this module, trainees 
are studying and practicing how to make the different types of joints, including widening joints, frame or corner 
joints, and mortise and tenon (M and T) joints.  
 

   
             CJ trainees’ first practical exercise                                            The CJ instructor demonstrates the exercise 

 
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy (HBT) 
The department enrolled a total of 26 female trainees. 16 trainees are South Sudanese and 10 are Ugandan. The 
class has two instructors. One moth into the training period, the class has fully covered two modules and is 
currently handling the third module.  

Module 1, “Safety and Health and Career Guidance,” aims to empower trainees with knowledgeable about 
acceptable safety measures required while dealing with clients. At the end of the module, trainees should be able 
to observe the main safety and health hazards in their training and working environments and use, care for, and 
store tools, equipment, and materials safely. Through the career guidance unit, trainees should be able to identify 
the means of achieving career goals and identify opportunities for further and higher career goals.  
 
In Module 2, trainees are introduced and guided through customer service policies, and it’s expected that at the 
end of this module, trainees should have learned and demonstrated hospitality to customers and ensured that 
customers are comfortable. Trainees should also have learned and embraced the need to use appropriate body 
and verbal language while with their customers.  

Currently, the class is handling Module 3: “Hairdressing.”  In this module, trainees are introduced to and trained 
in different hairdressing techniques, which involves hair and hair styling. This unit involves hair plaiting and use of 
chemicals and equipment. Trainees also learn how to apply treatments, including analyzing a client’s hair and 
scalp, applying shampoo and conditioner, incorporating weaves and styling, and applying wigs, additional hair 
pieces, extensions, and special treatments. Internal assessments, in the form of practical tests, are currently being 
conducted to evaluate the overall performance of each trainee in the department. Trainees’ general attendance 
has been good, with minimum recorded absenteeism; the general discipline has been good.  
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HBT trainees during their practical assessments 

Conclusion 
• There is still a very high demand for vocational skills training, yet RMF’s Panyadoli Vocational Training 

Institute (PVTI) does not have the resources to satisfy all the demands. Of the 432 applicants, only 70 
were accepted, but after a lot of negotiation and pledging, PVTI admitted an extra 14 trainees.   

• The enrollment of two female trainees in the Bricklaying and Concrete Practice (BCP) department attests 
to the acceptance of women at PVTI and shows our rejection of the ideology that these are masculine 
courses.  

• Refugees in all age brackets are willing to enroll in short courses due to their desire to earn money quickly. 
This is why PVTI was overwhelmed with 432 applicants.  

 
Success Stories  
 
Rose Kabange  
Having finished her studies at the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI), Rose Kabange set out to find 
employment. She started working with a friend in one of the tailoring shops in Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement. 
With the experience she gained, Rose got connected with a friend in South Sudan, and was able to get a job with 
USAID training prisoners in Juba Prison. With the knowledge she obtained from PVTI, Rose has become a trainer, 
helping prisoners through skills training in tailoring and garment cutting. With the knowledge she has given 
prisoners, they are able to start something on their own; these skills provide occupation during and after their 
prison time.   
 
Through her earnings, Rose has managed to start businesses that can help her earn extra income. As the only 
prison instructor, the work became hard for Rose, so the organization asked if she could get another person to 
help her. Rose managed to link up with a friend who was with us called Filda Achiro, who is now working with 
Rose in South Sudan. Rose’s success is a result of what she learned at the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute; 
therefore, she appreciates what RMF has done for refugees and nationals in the Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement.  
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Rose paying a courtesy visit to PVTI when she returned from South Sudan to check on her family 

 
Irene Atuherize 
Irene has been featured in many of our success stories, and is one of the most talented youths to benefit from 
PVTI’s skills training program. Irene has developed her tailoring business into a medium-sized shop that not only 
provides tailoring services, but also buys and sells clothing. Irene began with a capital investment of UGX 
150,000/=, which she has managed to increase to UGX 500,000/=. She expects to have earned UGX 1,000,000/= 
at the end of the year.  
 
Based in the Mulokonyi area of Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement, Irene says she never regrets for a moment that 
she attended Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI) to acquire the skills that she can now teach other 
people and use to benefit those who consult with her. With a working rate of about 10-15 people per day who 
bring their clothing to be tailored, Irene generates around UGX 15,000/= - 20,000/= per day, though these figures 
vary with the seasons.  
 

   
Irene sitting on the veranda of her tailoring and clothing shop    Irene standing in her clothing shop 

 
Lilian Kareo 
After graduating from PVTI, Lilian started working from her home. She managed to save enough money to open 
her own salon in the Bweyale Trading Centre. With the small savings she had gained, she paid the rent and 
managed to buy startup materials that she could begin with. With the startup toolkit that was given to her, Lilian 
has managed to expand her salon little by little, as she acquires new customers in the town. Lilian says that she 
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can work on 2-4 clients per day, and she hopes that if she gets good machines, customer numbers will increase, 
since with her experience, she already has regular customers.  
 
Lilian thanks Real Medicine Foundation for the love and knowledge that was given to her and to all her colleagues, 
because it is helping them, and she requested RMF to continue supporting other generations to come so that will 
be the only way to create employment.  
 

   
Lilian standing in her shop in the Bweyale Trading Centre.        Lilian poses in her shop. Although she has few materials and          
                                                                                                    tools now, she hopes that one day her business will grow big. 

 
Okello James 
Okello is one of our successful carpentry students from the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI). Since 
graduating, Okello has managed to start his own workshop, where he also employs other people to help him 
complete orders. Okello practiced carpentry after his graduation, and with the pottery work he was doing, he 
managed to save and buy lumber to start his business. Okello makes doors, tables, and beds. With his career on 
the right track, Okello is quite optimistic about the future. He has seen progress in his business, making some 
good profits. He sells a table for UGX 30,000/= to 90,000/=, making a profit of UGX 15,000/= to 35,000/=.   
 
Okello is grateful for RMF, because without PVTI’s training, he would not be who he is today. His workshop is in 
the Bweyale Trading Centre, and he has gained more skills and experience. After his difficult beginning, Okello 
has found money to take care of his livelihood, and though he has attained that, he is faced with the challenge of 
a lack of good tools, which would help him to do more/better work; for now, he borrows tools from his friends.  
 

   
Okello at his workplace with colleagues                                     Okello carrying part of the product that he is making 
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Nancy Apio 
Before Nancy joined the skills training program at Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI), she had already 
started her small business with limited knowledge and skills. When she heard of PVTI, she applied and was 
accepted. After three months of training at PVTI, Nancy went back to her business and instead of only selling 
salon products, which she had done before, she decided to practice the skills she had gained by starting a salon 
in her salon product shop.  
 
Nancy currently runs a small salon in Bweyale town council, and has generously employed her fellow colleagues. 
Since she has just started the business, she says that customers are few, but she manages to earn UGX 10,000/= 
to 25,000/= per day if the clients bring their own hair products. However, if clients also buy products from her shop, 
her profits range from UGX 30,000/= to 40,000/=. Nancy thanks RMF for the knowledge and skills that she attained 
during her studies, which have made her who she is today. And she finds happiness in what she does, as she is 
able to earn a living, and raise her standards.  
 

   
Nancy at her shop in Bweyale                                                      Nancy in her salon and shop, where she runs her business  
                                                                                                      with friends whom she employs  

 
Santa Auma 
Santa was an active student at Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI). Since she graduated and was given 
the startup kit, Santa has been able to achieve many things that she could not do before. Now a daughter of RMF 
in terms of the philosophy of liberating human potential, Santa has extended her love and philosophy to others 
through her shop, where she accommodates many of the students who have studied at PVTI. Being an ambitious 
young lady, Santa has also ventured into farming as her business has expanded, making it more powerful as she 
can employ other people to work for her while she is busy with other ventures. Santa also provides hands-on 
training in tailoring and garment cutting for the youth who come to her workshop, which she says is another great 
achievement for her.  
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Santa in her shop, working on one of her pieces 

 
Abeer Josca  
After graduating from PVTI, Abeer had nowhere to start her business. However, through the good relationship 
she had with Santa Auma, Abeer was accommodated in Santa’s workshop, where she set up her machine and 
began working. Because of her training and this help from her friend, Abeer has managed to make a living and 
take care of her siblings. She anticipates opening up her own shop after she has saved for some time. As of now, 
she is looking to expand her business and save for the future.  
 
Like other students, Abeer represents many who are willing to work but have nowhere to open up even a kiosk to 
start a business. If we could extend a similar opportunity to more people, we would be able to create employment 
and see more people’s livelihoods improved. Currently, Abeer saves UGX 5,000/= per day, and hopes that when 
she opens up her own shop she will be able to earn larger profits.  
 
Abeer is grateful to RMF for the opportunity that was given to her, which has seen her grow and be able to improve 
her livelihood; she is now able to earn a living.  
 

 
Abeer working on a customer’s piece in Santa’s shop in Bweyale 

 
Faida Florance 
Faida is also a graduate of PVTI’s Tailoring and Garment Cutting department, and a friend of Santa’s. After 
graduating, Faida joined Santa, and they are working together. Faida says that she has learned more in addition 
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to the knowledge she gained at the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI). Her friend Santa shares the 
heart of RMF; from the moment we empowered Santa and provided her with a startup kit, she has expanded her 
business and welcomed other PVTI graduates. Thus, Faida got to meet Santa and is now working in her shop. 
Because Santa provided her a place to start to working, Faida has started her business and can earn a living. 
Faida said that she is able to earn a living and provide more basic needs for herself than before because of the 
skills she learned at PVTI; another testimony that the Panyadoli Vocational Training Institute (PVTI) is improving 
the lives of many in and around Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement.  
 

 
Faida working on one her customers’ pieces at Santa’s shop in Bweyale 


